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REPLY BRIEF FOR PETITIONERS 
 

I. RESPONDENTS CONFIRM THE IMPORTANCE OF 

THE QUESTION PRESENTED, AND THIS CASE IS 

AN APT VEHICLE FOR RESOLVING IT. 

1.  Nothing in respondents’ 65 pages of briefing 
casts doubt on the importance of the question pre-
sented.  As the briefs filed by amici curiae demon-
strate, the decision below “threaten[s] the security of 
investments of U.S. citizens (among others) and por-
tend[s] a significant, adverse potential impact on in-
ternational investment markets.”  Br. of Amicus Cu-
riae Center for the Rule of Law at 4.   

Instead of seriously disputing that proposition, 
respondents contend that an outcome in their favor is 
of great consequence to the United States and the 
world economy.  See Argentina Br. 11–12 & n.5 (ar-
guing that central bank immunity has a “massive” 
impact); id. at 16–17; BCRA Br. 28–31.  Among other 
things, they maintain that a ruling in petitioners’ fa-
vor would lead to a flight of foreign reserves from 
dollar-denominated assets.  To the extent that argu-
ment has any bearing on the suitability of the ques-
tion for this Court’s review, it confirms the question’s 
importance and weighs in favor of review.  In any 
event, the argument is meritless; respondents can 
cite no evidence that even a single dime has fled to a 
new reserve currency since petitioners attached the 
account at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
(“FRBNY Account”) six years ago.  That is because 
the rule petitioners advocate would reach only the 
assets of those central banks adjudicated to be alter 
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egos of their parent sovereigns.  That rule is of min-
imal concern to law-abiding nations.1   

2.  This case is a suitable vehicle for resolving the 
question presented because the Second Circuit 
squarely addressed that question without resting on 
alternative grounds.  Respondents fail to show oth-
erwise by advancing alternative arguments for re-
versal upon which the Second Circuit never passed.  
See Argentina Br. 18–26; BCRA Br. 13–14.  This 
Court’s ordinary practice is not to address “conten-
tions [that] were not passed upon below” and instead 
to “leave them for resolution on remand.”  Univ. of 
Tenn. v. Elliott, 478 U.S. 788, 799 n.8 (1986).  The 
possibility that other issues could be raised on re-
mand poses no obstacle to this Court’s review of the 
question presented.2 

                                                                 

 1 Respondents oppose review on the ground that petitioners 

purchased some of the bonds in the secondary market, implying 

that such purchasers are less entitled to repayment.  If that 

were correct, there would be no secondary debt market, which 

would be a bleak outcome for borrowers with questionable cred-

it histories (like Argentina) who depend on such markets to ob-

tain affordable loans.  Furthermore, the decision below impacts 

not just investment firms but also “individuals who invested 

their personal savings in Argentine bonds.”  Br. of Amici Curiae 

Italian Bondholders at 3.  

 2 Respondents’ contentions regarding these other issues also 

lack merit.  Argentina misleadingly implies that a decision the 

Second Circuit issued in 2007 undercuts petitioners’ alter-ego 

argument.  Argentina Br. 23.  In fact, that earlier decision ad-

dressed a different theory altogether and invited the alter-ego 

argument.  See EM Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina, 473 F.3d 463, 

480 & n.17 (2d Cir. 2007). 
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II. THE DECISION BELOW CONFLICTS STARKLY 

WITH DECISIONS OF OTHER COURTS OF 

APPEALS ON ALTER EGO WAIVERS. 

Respondents barely address the circuit conflict 
petitioners identified with respect to whether a 
waiver by one entity must specifically name its alter 
ego to be effective.  See Pet. 24–31.  They argue only 
that most of the cases cited in the petition considered 
whether an alter-ego entity’s waiver should be im-
puted to its sovereign, rather than (as here) whether 
the sovereign’s waiver should be imputed to the al-
ter-ego entity.  See BCRA Br. 35–36 & n.10. 

That is a distinction without a difference.  The 
import of a finding of an alter-ego relationship is that 
two purportedly separate entities are, in fact, one 
and the same.  See, e.g., Chao v. Occupational Safety 
& Health Review Comm’n, 401 F.3d 355, 364 (5th 
Cir. 2005) (“[T]wo separate entities merge into one 
for liability purposes.” (quotation marks omitted)).  
This Court applied that settled understanding of al-
ter-ego liability in the sovereign context in Bancec, 
stating that “where a corporate entity is so exten-
sively controlled by its owner that a relationship of 
principal and agent is created, we have held that one 
may be held liable for the actions of the other.”  First 
Nat’l City Bank v. Banco Para El Comercio Exterior 
de Cuba, 462 U.S. 611, 629 (1983) (emphasis added).  
This Court did not suggest that a finding that a sov-
ereign and its instrumentality were alter egos al-
lowed imputation of actions only in one direction—
from the instrumentality to the sovereign.  Indeed, if 
that were correct, Bancec would be wrongly decided; 
there it was Cuba’s act of expropriating assets that 
was imputed to a Cuban bank, enabling an American 
bank to assert its setoff against the Cuban bank ra-
ther than Cuba itself.  See id. at 630–33.  
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Accordingly, the cases cited in the petition did 
not accord significance to which alter-ego entity 
agreed to waive immunity.  

Furthermore, respondents concede that in  
Hercaire International, Inc. v. Argentina, 821 F.2d 
559 (11th Cir. 1987), the Eleventh Circuit concluded 
that a waiver by a sovereign binds its alter ego even 
if it does not specifically name the alter ego.  See 
BCRA Br. 37.  Respondents attempt to brush that 
decision aside as dicta, but “the principle of stare de-
cisis directs [courts] to adhere not only to the hold-
ings of . . . prior cases, but also to their explications 
of the governing rules of law.”  Seminole Tribe of Fla. 
v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 67 (1996) (quotation marks 
omitted).  In Hercaire, the Eleventh Circuit set forth 
the rule of law—that a sovereign’s waiver of immuni-
ty must be imputed to the alter ego—and then ap-
plied that rule to the facts of the case.  That is not 
dicta.   

Given that BCRA provides no other reasonable 
distinction of Hercaire, there can be no serious dis-
pute that the case conflicts with the Second Circuit’s 
holding that a parent’s waiver does not bind its alter-
ego entity unless the waiver specifically names the 
alter ego.3 

Finally, respondents mistakenly assert that the 
Second Circuit’s waiver holding turned on considera-
tions specific to Section 1611(b)(1).  See BCRA Br. 34.  
The Second Circuit’s waiver analysis relied entirely 

                                                                 

 3 BCRA’s contention that it would not have been bound by 

Argentina’s waiver of immunity under the rule of Hercaire 

(BCRA Br. 37 n.11) is both beside the point and incorrect.  The 

Eleventh Circuit contemplated that one entity’s waiver does 

bind its alter egos and that the “control” prong of Bancec estab-

lishes an alter-ego relationship whether or not the entities col-

laborated in a fraud.  See Hercaire, 821 F.2d at 565.   
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on principles derived from the FSIA generally.  See 
Pet. App. 48a (“In circumstances in which we have 
recognized the waiver of immunity with respect to an 
agency or instrumentality of a foreign state, that 
waiver has specifically embraced the foreign state 
and the relevant agency or instrumentality.”).  The 
Second Circuit’s decision therefore cannot be distin-
guished as a “Section 1611(b)(1) case.”  

III. RESPONDENTS’ MERITS ARGUMENTS DO NOT 

SALVAGE THE COURT OF APPEALS’ GLARING 

ERROR OF STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION. 

1.  Respondents present no substantial defense of 
the Second Circuit’s interpretation of Sec-
tion 1611(b)(1), which obviously misread neighboring 
Section 1610.  See Pet. 17–20.  They make no at-
tempt whatsoever to justify the Second Circuit’s mis-
taken assumption that only one subsection of Sec-
tion 1610 applies to “agencies or instrumentalities,” 
which is the assumption that led the Second Circuit 
to conclude that Congress must have intended to in-
clude alter-ego central banks within the coverage of 
Section 1611(b)(1).  Instead of addressing that error, 
respondents seek to obfuscate the issue with a host 
of other meritless arguments. 

a.  Respondents do not contest that if the FRBNY 
Account is deemed to be the property of Argentina, 
then Section 1611(b)(1) does not immunize it from 
attachment and execution.  Rather, their principal 
textual argument is that an alter-ego finding does 
not “turn[] the property of the controlled entity into 
the property of the parent.”  BCRA Br. 20.  That ar-
gument directly conflicts with this Court’s statement 
in Bancec (quoting the FSIA’s legislative history) 
that, although juridically separate entities should 
ordinarily be treated as distinct entities, “‘a court 
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might find that property held by one agency is really 
the property of another.’”  462 U.S. at 628 (quoting 
H.R. Rep. No. 94-1487, at 30 (1976), reprinted in 
1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6629)).   

Straining to avoid this principle, respondents ar-
gue that this Court’s statement means only that the 
“property in the possession of one agency may in fact 
belong to another.”  BCRA Br. 24.  This Court made 
clear, however, that it was articulating an exception 
to the general “‘respect the separate juridical identi-
ties of different agencies or instrumentalities’” 
should ordinarily be accorded.  Bancec, 462 U.S. at 
628 (quoting H.R. Rep. 94-1487, at 29).  The Court 
thus recognized that alter egos share property own-
ership as well as legal identity. 

This principle is further confirmed by Bancec’s 
holding that the American bank could obtain a setoff 
against assets belonging to the Cuban bank equal to 
Cuba’s debt to the American bank.  See 462 U.S. at 
630–33.  Bancec’s analysis deemed the instrumental-
ity’s property—the debt owed by the American 
bank—as property of the sovereign subject to setoff.  
Bancec’s holding thus was an application of this 
Court’s long-settled view that an alter-ego finding 
makes each entity’s property the property of the oth-
er.  See G.M. Leasing Corp. v. United States, 429 U.S. 
338, 351 (1977) (explaining that “[i]f petitioner was 
[tax debtor’s] alter ego” the Internal Revenue Service 
“could properly regard petitioner’s assets as [the 
debtor’s] property”).   

The cases cited by respondents, on the other 
hand, address an entirely different question:  They 
hold only that when a successful plaintiff seeks to 
enforce a judgment against an alleged alter ego, 
there must be an independent basis for subject mat-
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ter jurisdiction in the action against the alter ego.  
See, e.g., Epperson v. Entm’t Express, Inc., 242 F.3d 
100, 106 (2d Cir. 2001).  They do not contradict the 
principle that once an alter-ego finding is properly 
made, the property of the alter ego is deemed to be 
the property of its controlling entity. 

b.  Respondents point to the fact that Sec-
tion 1611(b)(1) also encompasses “monetary author-
it[ies]” and assert that monetary authorities “include 
arms of the central government.”  BCRA Br. 18.  Re-
spondents’ assertion is incorrect.  In most countries, 
the “monetary authority”––that is, the entity that 
controls the currency and sets interest rates––is the 
central bank.  See, e.g., Monetary Authority Defini-
tion, Financial Times Lexicon, http://lexicon.ft.com/
term.asp?t=monetary-authority (last visited Dec. 27, 
2011).  At the time of the FSIA’s enactment, those 
monetary authorities that were not central banks 
were each established as a separate corporate entity 
intended to be operated independently of the gov-
ernment.4   

Respondents’ suggestion that a foreign nation’s 
treasury department enjoys immunity under Sec-
tion 1611(b)(1) as a “monetary authority” is support-
ed by no authority whatsoever and in fact would 
permit that section to swallow all of the exceptions to 
the sovereign immunity of foreign nations set forth 
in Section 1610.  See BCRA Br. 18–19.  Property of a 
foreign state subject to attachment and execution 
under the exceptions set forth in Section 1610(a), af-

                                                                 

 4 E.g., Charter of the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority 

Issued by Royal Decree No. 23, arts. 3(b), 8 (Dec. 15, 1957), 

available at http://www.sama.gov.sa/sites/SAMAEN/Rules

Regulation/BankingSystem/Pages/BankingSystemFD01.aspx. 
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ter all, often is—or certainly could be—held in the 
name of the nation’s treasury department. 

c.  Respondents present no convincing explana-
tion for the textual distinction between Sec-
tion 1611(b)(1)’s immunity for property “held” by a 
central bank and Section 1611(b)(2)’s immunity for 
property “under the control” of a military authority.  
The most natural reason for this different language 
is that, unlike military authorities, central banks 
hold property in their own names—what this Court 
identified in Bancec as one of the key features of ju-
ridically separate entities.  See 462 U.S. at 624.5 

Respondents’ only argument against this infer-
ence is to dispute the common-sense proposition that 
foreign military authorities are not juridically sepa-
rate from their sovereigns, suggesting that this 
Court held as much in Ministry of Defense v. Elahi, 
546 U.S. 450 (2006) (per curiam).  See BCRA Br. 26.  
But in Elahi, this Court remanded to the Ninth Cir-
cuit to review in the first instance the position of the 
Solicitor General that a foreign defense agency is “an 
inseparable part of the state itself”; it did not cast 
doubt on that view.  See 546 U.S. at 452–53.  Indeed, 
even the other case cited by respondents confirms 
that “armed forces are as a rule so closely bound up 
with the structure of the state that they must in all 
cases be considered as the ‘foreign state’ itself.”  

                                                                 

 5 BCRA claims that this argument “cannot be pressed for the 

first time in this Court.”  BCRA Br. 25.  But in this Court “par-

ties are not limited to the precise arguments they made below” 

as long as the issue was preserved.  Lebron v. Nat’l R.R. Pas-

senger Corp., 513 U.S. 374, 379 (1995) (quotation marks omit-

ted).  Petitioners clearly argued below that Section 1611(b)(1) 

does not provide immunity to alter-ego central banks. 
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Transaero, Inc. v. La Fuerza Aerea Boliviana, 30 
F.3d 148, 153 (D.C. Cir. 1994).   

d.  Respondents’ other statutory-interpretation 
arguments are no more persuasive.  Respondents ad-
vert, for example, to the unremarkable principle that 
a bank account balance reflects a debt from the bank 
to the depositor.  BCRA Br. 16–17.  But that general 
tenet does not speak to circumstances in which the 
depositor is an alter ego of another entity.  Respond-
ents also argue that an ambiguous sentence in the 
FSIA’s legislative history supports the “central bank 
functions” test, but they make no effort to show how 
the phrase “held for its own account” in Sec-
tion 1611(b)(1) could possibly mean “used for central-
banking functions,” a standard that the Second Cir-
cuit conceded was ambiguous and evolving.  BCRA 
Br. 17–18.  Legislative history, of course, may not be 
used to support an interpretation of a statute that its 
text will not bear.  See, e.g., Lamie v. U.S. Tr., 540 
U.S. 526, 534 (2004). 

2.  BCRA mistakenly asserts that other courts 
have adopted the same interpretation of Sec-
tion 1611(b)(1) as the Second Circuit, citing decisions 
from the Ninth Circuit and the District of D.C.  See 
BCRA Br. 1–2, 17, 30–32.  But see Argentina Br. 12 
(“[N]ot a single court of appeals other than in the in-
stant case has considered the main issue raised in 
[the] petition . . . .”).  Neither of the cited cases had 
any occasion to consider the question in this case:  
whether Section 1611(b)(1) shields the property of an 
alter-ego central bank.  And contrary to BCRA’s as-
sertion, the cases it cites did not hold that it was suf-
ficient for Section 1611(b)(1) immunity that the 
property be used for traditional central-banking ac-
tivities (the holding of the Second Circuit below).  
Rather, they each held only that it was necessary 
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that the property be used for central-banking activi-
ties.  The vacated Ninth Circuit decision that BCRA 
cites, for example, held that Section 1611(b)(1) had 
no application to the attachment of a judgment be-
cause, even if the judgment were the property of the 
foreign central bank, it could not be used for central-
banking activities.  See Ministry of Def. v. Cubic Def. 
Sys., Inc., 385 F.3d 1206, 1223–24 & n.21 (9th Cir. 
2004), vacated on other grounds, 546 U.S. 450 (2006) 
(per curiam).  Likewise, the district-court decision on 
which BCRA relies held that Section 1611(b)(1) did 
not apply because the funds sought to be attached 
were being used to finance the commercial activities 
of other entities rather than to conduct central-
banking activities.  See Banco Central de Reserva del 
Peru v. Riggs Nat’l Bank of Wash., D.C., 919 
F. Supp. 13, 17 (D.D.C. 1994).  Neither case ad-
dressed whether central-banking activities alone are 
sufficient to trigger Section 1611(b)(1), even if a bank 
is the alter ego of the sovereign.   

BCRA also argues that the fact that Sec-
tion 1611(b)(1) has been invoked in other cases 
demonstrates that it is likely that other circuits will 
have an opportunity to consider the question pre-
sented.  BCRA Br. 32.  But the invocation of Sec-
tion 1611(b)(1) in the Ninth Circuit case was obvious-
ly frivolous—the defendant claimed that all Iranian 
funds were the property of the central bank—and the 
district-court case arose in the unusual posture of a 
D.C. bank claiming the right to a setoff against funds 
deposited at the bank by the foreign central bank.  
See Cubic, 385 F.3d at 1222–23; Banco Central de 
Reserva, 919 F. Supp. at 15.  All of the other cases 
cited by BCRA arose in the Southern District of New 
York.  See BCRA Br. 17.  That only reinforces the 
fact that any bona fide invocation of Section 
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1611(b)(1) immunity is likely to arise in the Second 
Circuit, where foreign central banks hold their as-
sets.  

3.  Finally, respondents dispute the possibility 
that under the Second Circuit’s holding, state spon-
sors of terrorism could stash assets in sham central 
banks and immunize them from judgments awarded 
to their victims.  BCRA Br. 31 n.8; Argentina Br. 17.  
They claim that Section 1611(b)(1) immunity would 
be overridden for terrorism-related judgments under 
Section 201(a) of the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act 
(TRIA), even though Section 1611(b)(1) plainly cre-
ates exceptions to the provision in which Sec-
tion 201(a) is codified.  See Ministry of Def. v. Elahi, 
129 S. Ct. 1732, 1735 (2009).  Their sole authority for 
that questionable proposition is a single district-
court decision.  In any event, Section 201(a) permits 
execution only against “blocked assets”—assets 
“seized or frozen by the United States” pursuant to 
certain statutes.  See id. at 1738–40 (concluding that 
Iranian asset was not a “blocked asset”).  Therefore, 
TRIA hardly prevents state sponsors of terrorism 
from manipulating their central banks to avoid re-
sponsibility in all cases.  And this is but one example 
of the mischief the Second Circuit’s ruling could work 
in our Nation’s most critical economic center if it is 
left uncorrected. 
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CONCLUSION 

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be 
granted. 
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